
Analytics for your office

1,100+ happy customers in 38 countries

Improve your workflows with data-driven insights and 
feedback from your users

By tapping into data from our product suite, Pronestor Insights gives you a 360-degree picture of 
your organization’s meeting activities. By combining data and feedback from the users, you can get 
specific action-points to enhance facility availability, which is crucial for employee work processes.

Compare your meeting
rooms

It is essential for Pronestor that our solutions support 
you in your everyday work. Company facilities should 
always enable you in your work. If this is not the case, it 
will become visible with Pronestor Insights, where you 
can see behavioral patterns based on facility usage. 

We can provide the insights needed for you to optimize 
your facilities.

Compare and analyze meeting room usage by 
their characterisitics. By this you will understand 
how you best utilize your facilities.

Get insights into behavior
patterns
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Data serving two perspectives
Pronestor Insights serves two perspectives; for your 
management with accurate action points that will 
ensure that your existing facilities are used to their 
maximum. And for the main users of your facilities 
that will gain knowledge of how to optimize their 
behaviour and processes.

Feature highlights

Pronestor Insights provides you with facts about 
three types of meetings: Confirmed meetings, no-
shows, and spontaneous meetings. 

See if you need additional rooms or if you need to 
optimize the usage of existing facilities. Deliver data 
to inspire your organization to reduce the number 
of no-shows and create possibility for spontaneous 
meeting. Further, you can track down recurring no-
show bookings.

Compare occupancy and capacity

Insights into external participants

Get the full picture of how your work-
space is being utilized

Reduce no-shows

Get started with a free demo

Compare your rooms

Visitor measurements

Identify booking insights
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Book a demo

Actual action-points to support your 
work processes

Become data-driven

https://www.pronestor.com/

